This study investigates the evolution of intrinsic interfacial de-bonding of Roller Compacted Steel Fibre Reinforced Polymer Modified Concrete (RC-SFR-PMC) bonded on substrate Ordinary Portland Cement Concrete (OPCC), using both experimental and numerical techniques. The relative effects of evolving material inhomogeneity and composite dimensional stability during curing was studied as a function of overlay structural scale, using a 2D plane strain Interface Cohesive Zone Model (ICZM). The effects of creep coefficient on interface restraint capacity and ensuing cohesive zone length were clearly evaluated. The results showed that the applied curvature due to the measured shrinkage strain was inadequate to cause critical de-bonding. In the FEA results, while the rate of interface energy release generally varies as a function of the bi-material relative stiffness and overlay structural scale, it is also evident that the two variables lose effects as the overlay structural scale approaches 0.50. The overall indicative trend shows that the rate of energy release in compliant overlay when relative stiffness( α<0) is higher than when α>0. Therefore, a more compliant overlay typically exhibits less relative restraint to bending induced de-bonding.
Introduction
The basic determination of de-bonding mechanism along the interface of cementitious bi-material cast at different times requires appropriate investigation and evaluation of intrinsically induced stresses associated with inherent material asymmetry and composite dimensional incompatibility (Birkeland, 1960; Morgan, 1996; Silfwerbrand, 1997) . In Bonded Concrete Overlays (BCOs), de-bonding is intrinsically induced at early-age mainly by differential shrinkage movement between the newly placed overlay and the substrate (Olubanwo et al., 2016; . Many research works have been published for investigating the mechanical properties, failure mechanisms and cracking behaviour of concretes used in construction of overlays (e.g. Rooholamini et al., 2018; Karadelis & Lin, 2017; Mu & Vandenbossche, 2017; Aliha et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2018; Enfedaque et al., 2017; Fakhri et al., 2017; Heidari-Rarani et al., 2017) . From continuum perspective, it has been shown that the interface experiences intrinsic self-equilibrating stresses as a result of consequential eigen-strain inhomogeneity of the system (Myasnikov et al., 2004) . Thus, under cumulative stresses and subsequent interfacial bond degradation, less and less stresses are transferred across the plane of the interface until de-bonding or true cracks develop (Nawy & Ukadike, 1983; Suprenant, 1988) . Such progressive interfacial failure is well understood within the domain of linear elastic or nonlinear fracture mechanical analysis, depending on the initial geometric condition of the bonded plane (Chandra, 2002; Carlsson & Prasad, 1993; Cornec, et al., 2003) . Though, several analytical techniques exist on how to estimate the resulting mixed-mode de-bonding parameters; the underpinning generic approach relies on expanding the conjugate variables of the de-bonding failure parameters in the normal and tangential planes (Turon et al., 2007; Olubanwo et al., 2017) . From here, both effective traction vector and its corresponding displacement are formulated for de-bonding initiation and propagation. This paper investigates via laboratory based experiments and finite element analysis technique the significant evolution of interfacial de-bonding failure associated with intrinsic loadings and material asymmetry between two bonded concrete materials. Distinct 2D plane strain numerical cases involving variable structural scale, creep coefficient and crack-tip phase-angle effects were considered within the context of zero-thickness Interface Contact Analysis (ICA).
Theoretical Basis
It is well-known that the exact solution of the continuum interactions or interfacial decohesion of concrete laminates under extrinsic or intrinsic loading is non-trivial. This is because the extreme assumptions associated with various limit analysis and classical energy-based failure approaches such as Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics make them unsuitable for quasi-brittle material like concrete (Caballero et al., 2008; Charalambides et al., 1990) . As such, successful description of the interface behaviour requires a robust approach where both de-bonding initiation and propagation are unified within a single model. This is possible, and can be implemented numerically using Interface Contact Analysis associated with a prescribed Cohesive Material Law.
Interface Contact Analysis
The application of Interface Contact Analysis is concerned with two essentials, namely: (1) determination of contact stresses transmitted across the interface, and (2) ensuring that interfacial compatibility (impenetrability) condition is enforced during de-bonding analysis. Thus, the overall evaluation of the mechanical responses in this paper was based on the imposition of geometric constraints and the application of the governing constitutive law. Constraint formulations were applied for both normal and tangential contact conditions under a mixed mode de-bonding condition. The nonpenetration conditions for normal contact, for instance, was mathematically enforced when the bond gap ( 0. The conditions for decohesion then correspond to 0, 0, so that the actual cohesion/adhesion condition is given by 0, 0. The resulting tractions ( ) in the normal and tangential directions are generally given by:
( 1) where, and are the contact stresses in the normal and tangential directions respectively, and are the corresponding contact stiffnesses, and and are normal and tangential separation or slip. By considering an Augmented Lagrange Penalty based stiffness formulation the above normal contact force corresponds to:
where,
The above augmented method involves the update of the penalty stiffness during numerical iterative series via a multiplier ( ). The approach is generally less sensitive to the value of the contact stiffness ( ) specified because the value of the multiplier is increased accordingly as an adjustment such that the maximum allowable penetration tolerance ( ) is not exceeded during the solution process. This is particularly desirable because stiffness intrinsically changes with both material and geometric responses during loading. Note, as in normal contact case, a Lagrange multiplier ( ) was also associated with the frictional contact formulation accordingly, so that the total potential energy ( ) assumes: ,
where, and are Lagrange multipliers associated with de-bonding in the normal and tangential directions.
Here, the frictional constitutive equation adopted was the classical Coulomb's interface law based on two distinguishable regimes, namely -sticking and slipping. Thus, by first assuming an elastic slip process based on associative tangential contact stiffness, the usual non-smooth interface load vs slip contact behaviour is circumvented. As such, the resulting frictional stress is given by:
The condition for sliding corresponds to:
where, , defined by:
As it is, the frictional interface response in sticking condition is reversible, hence the relative tangential velocity is zero during loading; otherwise, relative slip is mobilized, and the tangential velocity takes a non-zero value . Therefore, a rational treatment of the frictional contact with elasto-plastic concepts will require additive decomposition of the interface into its undamaged elastic regime and plastic damaged part in accordance to Eq. (8):
where, ; ;
Note that with the above decomposition, a regularization step for frictional law is implied. To achieve a smooth friction law, a regularization of Coulomb's law was assumed based on the nonassociative slip rules of the theory of plasticity. The well-known associative flow-rule is common with metals; but for frictional materials like concrete and rocks, non-associative formulations are used in the sense that they exhibit significant pressure sensitivity (Caballero, et al., 2008) . Frictional interface of this type also exhibits dilatancy due to concurrent interface de-cohesion and sliding in both normal and tangential directions respectively, but dilatancy invariably loses effect with increased compression or interface sliding progression. As it were, the variational dependencies of interfacial bond strength and dilatancy on normal stress therefore leads to non-associative formulations.
Interface Cohesive Material Law
In addition, the complex tractions across the interface of the bi-material was evaluated and described numerically using ANSYS Interface Contact Analysis associated with a Bilinear Cohesive Material Law. The Cohesive law is based on reversible or irreversible traction-displacement law described in (Alfano and Crisfield, 2001; Bower, 2010) . The latter typically leads to the creation of new stress free adjacent surfaces. This damage approach is contingent on specifying a damage parameter needed to quantify the cumulative irreversible damage induced on the interface. For instance, in the bi-linear softening relation shown in Fig. 1(a) , the damage parameter ( ) evolves from 0 to 1, hence the debonding parameter is given by: The reversible regime is depicted by line OA when the interface initially deforms elastically with a constant stiffness ( ). Subsequently along line ABC, the interfacial stress decreases linearly with the displacement (
. During accumulated irreversible damage, the interfacial stiffness drops such that in its unloading state the traction-displacement now follows a reduced linear slope BO. and are the critical separation for de-bonding initiation and propagation respectively, represents the accompany interfacial separation, while its tangential counterpart is denoted by (see Fig. 1(b) ). For the mixed-mode conditions, the conjugate variables of the de-bonding are expanded in both normal and tangential directions such that the criteria for damage initiation and propagation now accounts for the concomitant effects of Mode I and Mode II fractures. Thus, from Fig. 1(b) , the de-bonding driving energy is numerically assumed to be controlled by the local steady-state phase angle ( 〈 〉 ) associated with the oscillatory field within the vicinity of the crack tip. The interface therefore attains its critical fracture condition when the mixed-mode energy release rate equals the fracture toughness of the interface . From here, the magnitude of the normalised mixed-mode de-bonding driving energy defined by equation (10) 
where, * .
; 〈 〉 〈 〉 ; is overlay thickness; and are Dundur's mismatched elastic properties (Dundurs, 1969) ; 1 ⁄ . Note, equation (10) typically corresponds to an extended Hillerborg's characteristic length (Hillerborg et al., 1976; Petersson, 1981) which permits the de-bonding driving coefficient ( ) to be numerically evaluated as a function of the structural scale (ɳ) for different values of when a non-zero value of is fixed. Here the effect of non-zero value of is small and typically assumed insignificant (Buyukozturk and Hearing, 1998) . In this investigation, the effects of stress relaxation due to the viscoelastic property of the overlay material was incorporated into equation (10) via the estimated values of the creep coefficient [ , )] given in the next sections (i.e. Fig. 10c ).
Methodology
The research approach and procedures followed in this investigation is shown in Fig. 2 . The method adopts a unified experimental and numerical technique. The unified technique involved the following sequential steps:
(1) Selection of mixture modelling technique, and identifying multi-criteria optimum wet responses via initial desirability goal setting; (2) Mixture model idealization and material phase classification; (3) Initial mixture components screening and subsequent reduction of mixture components to 1 independent mixture-related variables using mathematically independent variable (MIV) experiment 160 design approach; (4) Mixture model formulation based on a 2 factorial design, augmented with 2 1) axial points and at least 3 centre points; (5) Mixture testing and characterization (fresh state); (6) Individual and composite desirability weighing and checking; (7) Result verification; (8) Overlay material and interface bonding testing and characterisation; (9) Intrinsic strain measurement and estimation; (10) Numerical modelling, analysis and simulations.
Material Modelling and Characterisation
This section considers overlay material selection, mix formulation and its applicability quality assessment using mathematically independent variable (MIV) experiment design approach described in (Box & Draper, 1987) . Surface Response Methodology (SRM) was implemented for the mix design space during which mixture components were reduced to 1 independent mixture-related variables. The applicability quality of the roller compacted overlay material in its plastic state was measured in terms of the consistency MVB (Modified-Vebe test) performance and Apparent Maximum Density (AMD). As a generic guide, effective consolidation is assumed when the mix is dry enough to prevent sinking of the vibrating equipment, but sufficiently wet to allow paste content distribution during placing. 
Overlay Mix Formulation
The overlay Roller Compacted Steel Fibre Reinforced Polymer Modified Concrete (RC-SFR-PMC) was designed to achieve optimum consolidation at relatively low water-binder ratio in its plastic state.
Methodical Approach & Procedures
• Mix Consistency and Apparent Maximum Density (AMD) requirements complied with the test procedures described in ASTM C1170 / C1170M (2008) and ASTM D792 (2008) respectively. The best consolidated mix which supports vibration effectively is expected to yield overlay with best density, strength and interface bonding. Enhanced composite compatibility requirement in terms of movement-related properties was consequently achieved by ensuring adequate substrate aggregate interlocking action, and by avoiding aggregates with high thermal coefficient and water absorption. The combined aggregate grading graph is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The formulation of the experimental mixture space was based on varying the constituent components of the mixture within their predefined practical upper ( ) and lower ( ) bounds. The SRM mixture model was subsequently implemented on the assumption that the mixture capacity to support roller vibration is dictated largely by the paste-phase; thus only components constituting the paste-phase were varied accordingly. The amounts of constituents forming the solid-phase of the mix were thus held constant sequel to a previous work in . The overall treatment of the experimental mixture space was based on a 2 factorial design, augmented with 2 * 1) axial points and 3 centre points. In the analysis, the three independent variables used to describe the system are given by: 1 ; 2 ; and 3= . The mixture experiments therefore investigate variable combinations of the paste constituents that will be required for optimal desirability performance when mixed with a constant proportion of the solid constituents given in Table 4 . In addition, the composite desirability was achieved using the optimisation function ( ) defined by * * … … … . * / . Note, represents the number of all individual responses involved in the analysis, while ( ) is the individual desirability function. Here, the desirability scale for each response measured for each possible mix is constrained within 0 1. The conditions for acceptance or rejection therefore depend on whether the optimisation goal is aiming for a target, maximised or minimised.
Mixture Variability Range, Testing & Analysis
In ACI guidelines (ACI 548.1R-92; ACI 548.4-93), high cement content in the range of 600 -700 ⁄ is recommended for bridge deck and pavement overlays materials modified with StyreneButadiene Rubber (SBR) to ensure sufficient interfacial bonding and overlay strength development. But in order to minimise the risks of high drying shrinkage and thermal cracking in the overlay material (without necessarily compromising bonding and strength development), partial cement replacement was incorporated with Metakaolin (MTK). Cementitious contents ( ) were varied between 581.9 kg and 623 kg in 1m 3 of the total mixture. These correspond to about 0.394 and 0.285 of respectively. Also, the trial range of variabilities for and were constrained between 18% & 22% and 10% & 15%, respectively. Thus, by setting the upper and lower range for the mixture variables, 17 possible mix combinations were experimentally implemented and analysed, comprising 8 factorial points, 6 axial points and 3 centre points per run. A total of three runs were carried out for each factorial and axial point. The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Composite Desirability analysis were subsequently performed with Minitab statistical software (Version, 17) based on a two-response desirability goal shown in Table 3 . In the ANOVA, components and models with pvalue 0.05 were selected as viable.
The mixing procedure for each batch followed (ASTM C1439-99 (1999 , while the resulting Apparent Maximum Density (AMD), Air-Content (%) and Theoretical Air Free Density (TAFD) were determined using the procedures given in ASTM C138 (2001) and ACI 211.3R (2002) . As shown in Fig. 5 , the optimum mixture achieved full consolidation at 35 seconds with a corresponding AMD of 98.69% TAFD. The observed value of AMD shown here falls above the minimum AMD of 96%TAFD required for most Roller Compacted Concrete pavement overlay materials. Fig. 4(a,b) shows the contour plots for the measured Consistency-time and the corresponding AMD as a percentage of TAFD. Fig. 5(c) shows the optimal composite desirability response curves based on the input variable settings given in Table 3 . As seen, the optimal composite desirability "D" and the individual desirability depicted by "d" for each predicted property show sufficient closeness to 1. From the results, the predicted optimum response "y" associated with each measured property is also given. The optimum mixture proportion is indicated by the square brackets at the top of each column in Fig. 5(c) where: WATER=118.5 6kg, SBR=76.81 kg, and = 0.283. From here, the required quantities of MTK and CEM I were estimated based on the limiting quantity of the paste content in the total mix estimated to be 797.4 kg. Table 1 and Table 2 show the constituents' specification, composition and properties, while Table 4 gives the resulting optimum constituents for the overlay and the substrate OPCC by weight. As shown in Fig. 5 , the curve under each material constituent shows the wet property responses as each paste component used in the computational experiment varies between its upper and lower limits. The constraints are done such that when one component increases, other components decrease accordingly. As depicted in Fig. 5 (c) quantities of constituents below or above the optimum, lower the overall desirability mixture performance/quality in terms of practical applicability. The regression model equations based on the constituents' interaction are given in Table 5 with their respective coefficients of determination (R-sq). In the three-run validation tests based on the optimum mix given in Table 4 , the ring of mortar (see Fig. 5 (a,b) ) actually formed at 36 seconds, while the electric plate vibrated AMD yielded 2468.30 kg/m 3 , about 98.1% of the mix's TAFD. These values are sufficiently within the predicted results in Fig. 5(c) . 
RC-SFR-PMC Mechanical & Fracture Properties determination
Compressive and elastic modulus was determined from cylindrical specimens made of 200 mm high by 100mm diameter. Tests were performed at 3, 7, 14, 28, 56 and 90 days in accordance to ASTM C469/C469M (1994) procedures. Each cylinder used for elastic modulus determination was instrumented with 60 mm strain gauges (120 0.3) in the longitudinal and lateral directions as shown in Fig. 6 . Additional parameters measured included the splitting tensile strength in accordance to BS EN 12390-6 (2000) . Four specimens were tested for each experiment. Prior to testing, specimens were cured in the moulds and covered with polythene sheets at 65% RH laboratory condition for 24 hours. Afterward, specimens were de-moulded and stored in the curing tank at 100% RH for 48 hours followed by laboratory air curing until testing. The corresponding measured values are shown in Fig. 7 . At early age 3, the measured mean Compressive and Splitting tensile strengths were 31.39 MPa and 3.34 MPa, respectively, while the Elastic modulus yielded 16.68 GPa for the same age. For composite fracture testing, stress transmission across the interface of RC-SFR-PMC and OPCC were assessed in terms of shearing, tensile resistant and toughness capacity. The substrate OPCC surface was roughened with rubber brushing to an average depth of 2.4 mm five hours after casting into the moulds. Similar procedure has been implemented elsewhere . Sandpatch method in accordance to BS 598-3 (1985) was used to measure the degree of roughness prior to placing and compacting of RC-SFR-PMC on the prepared substrate OPCC. Composite splitting tensile (Brazilian test) were performed in accordance to ASTM C496/C496M-11 (2011), while the direct shearing test adhered to IDOT (2000) . Four replicas were tested for each bond test. Detailed set-up for both experiments are shown in Fig. 8 . The ultimate bond capacity tests shown in Fig. 8 only illustrate the interfacial de-bonding initiation stage at peak stress, additional fracture process zone (FPZ) tests such as Wedge-splitting tensile and LPrism shear experiments shown in Fig. 9 (or other specimens like semi-circular bend SCB specimen given in Mirsayar et al. (2017) are required to fully characterise and describe the progressive or phenomenological failure of the interface. In both experiments, test specimens were controlled monotonically at 0.0012 mm/s by increasing the displacement until the samples failed. The magnitude of the horizontal splitting force relative to CMOD was estimated using :
; where = vertical compressive force, and = wedge angle in degree. In order to estimate the interface fracture energy, the vs. CMOD was plotted, and the area under the graph was calculated, which represents the work of fracture. The ultimate fracture energy was determined by dividing the work of fracture by the area of the bonded ligament. Representative response graphs per age are illustrated in Fig. 9 (c) , while Table 6 shows the range of measured interfacial properties from L-Prism shearing, Wedgesplitting and Brazilian tensile splitting tests. 
Shrinkage Strain Measurement & Creep parameters Estimation
The RC-SFR-PMC overlay free drying shrinkage measurement was implemented using prism specimen size (80 x 80 x 230 mm) shown in Fig. 10(a) . In order to maintain a constant temperature, the test specimens were stored with all sides equally exposed in the temperature controlled room at 25 0 C and 60% humidity. In addition, drying shrinkage on restrained RC-SFR-PMC overlay was measured using the composite beam shown in Figure 10 PMC overlay. Surface preparation was implemented by rubber brushing five hours after casting the OPCC into the moulds. In Fig. 11 , the measured shrinkage stain results are illustrated with the estimated creep parameters based on the procedures given in EC2 ANNEX B (BS EN, 1992). As seen in Fig. 11(a) , the measured overall free drying shrinkage at 56 days is less than 450 microstrains. This value is however by far larger than the restrained shrinkage strains shown in Figure  11 (b). The measured restrained strain within the vicinity of the interface is found to be about 2.6 times lesser than the measured strain at the top of the overlay. The region of the interface therefore experiences more intrinsic stresses than any other region of the overlay which at critical bond capacity will cause the overlay to peel off. Note here that the total peeling strain on the composite test specimen will correspond to the sum of the measured shrinkage strain and the estimated creep strain shown in Fig. 11(d) . However, due to its viscoelastic property, stresses in the overlay may be relieved by the creep coefficient whose estimated values are shown in Fig. 11(c) . With reference to Fig. 10c , assuming a no-slip interface condition, the magnitude of the intrinsic strain actions on the composite section is given by:
The bending strain generally corresponds to:
So that the curvature ∅ yields: ∅ . ,
, where, as shown in Fig. 10 
where, . = measure free shrinkage; , = bending strain in PMC overlay; , = bending strain in OPCC; , = axial strain in OPCC if not fully axially restrained; = axial stiffness of an ith material in the composite; , , = net axial strain in the overlay pmc.
The resulting net peeling strain (analytical) estimated from Eq. (12) and Eq. (14) due to values extrapolated from Fig. 11(a,d) is shown in Fig. 12 . This value falls within close proximity of the experimental and the equivalent no-slip 2D plane strain FEA results shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . 
Numerical Analysis & Simulations
The initial de-bonding FEA simulations implemented here was based on the corresponding values of the curvature estimated for each overlay thickness considered. The simulations investigate ensuing progressive de-bonding due to intrinsic net peeling strain. The effects of parameters like varying relative stiffness and compressibility of the bonded bi-material, overlay structural scale, creep coefficient and numerical oscillatory phase-angle at de-bonding tip were studied unequivocally. In the FEA model, the intrinsic edge warping/curling was idealised as a uniaxial edge-stress condition such that the induced cohesive interfacial stresses were assumed developing hypothetically along a 2D debonded edges rather than on the entire slab interface. In this respect, a 2-D plane strain analysis would suffice (Houben, 2003; Mei et al., 2007) . Edge warping/curling was induced using the corresponding edge curvature estimated for variable overlay thickness of 50, 75, 100 and 125mm. The substrate thickness and working length were maintained at 150mm and 1000mm respectively -similar to the test specimen shown in Fig. 10 . The FEA model meshing for the substrate and overlay was accomplished with a 2-D Structural Solid element (PLANE182). The element is defined by four nodes having two degrees of freedom per node. The interface between the bonded materials was discretized by a set of target segment using TARGE169 paired with its associated contact surface element (CONTA171). The characterisation of the interface and the bi-material was based on the values shown in Table 7 and Table 8 . For de-bonding to propagate, it's assumed that the critical cracking is reached along the zero-thickness interface. 
Result Analysis and Discussion
In the FEA model, two cases were considered based on the loading magnitude. The first loading case adhered to the estimated overlay edge curvature derived from equation 14 for each overlay thickness. The interface only attains its critical de-bonding condition when the mixed-mode energy release rate equals the fracture toughness of the interface . Based on Table 8 , the condition for mixed mode critical de-bonding is reached when 109.8 / or mixed critical cracking 0.056 . In Fig. 14(a) , which depicts the computed FEA interface energy release rate for each test specimen, it is clear that the peeling strain loading effect of the imposed curvature on the interface is generally small and will not be sufficient to cause any critical de-bonding of the overlay. The maximum value shown here is 20.03 / which is only about 18.2% of the interface fracture toughness. Also, it is observed that the interface energy release rate varies as a function of the bimaterial relative stiffness and overlay structural scale. However, the two variables seem to lose effects as the overlay structural scale (ɳ) approaches 0.50 ( → ). The general indicative trend shows that the rate of energy release in compliant overlay bonded on relatively stiffer substrate (when 0) is higher than in a more compliant substrate (when 0). Thus, a more compliant overlay generally provides less relative constraint against bending induced de-bonding. The second loading case was based on doubling the magnitude of the estimated curvature (assuming excessive shrinkage strain is envisaged). As seen in Fig. 14(b) , similar trend of response is observed when the applied curvature is doubled for each test specimen. However, under the current loading, critical debonding condition is observed for compliant overlay ( 0.06) when overlay thickness 64.3 (i.e. ɳ → 0.3). As such, it is predicted that overlay thickness in the proximity of 75mm and 100mm will be sufficient to resist critical de-bonding where possible excessive overlay shrinkage is envisaged at the early age of casting. This kind of study is pertinent for quick check analysis, when designing a bonded concrete overlay design scheme for pavements, bridges, etc.
In addition, in Fig. 14 (c, d) the variation of the ensuing numerical phase-angle ( ) around the oscillatory field (see Fig. 1b ) is shown. As seen the phase angle is primarily influenced by the structural scale (ɳ) -the effect of material relative stiffness ( ) seems to be inconsequential for bending related de-bonding. The phase-angle, and by extension its effect on the interface energy release rate decreases with increased structural scale. In dimensionless term, Fig. 15 ( ) can also be used to predict the associated cohesive zone length ( ) during de-bonding via * . ⁄ . In Fig. 15(a , b) , it is evident that the restraint capacity of the interface increases with increased overlay elastic stiffness and thickness, while the accompany cohesive zone length decreases with increased overlay structural scale and elastic stiffness. In addition, the observed effects of creep coefficient () on and is seen in Fig. 15(c & d) . The values of elastic relative stiffness ( ) shown in Fig. 15(c & d) are contingent on the modified values of elastic moduli given in Table 8 based on: *  , . While it is true that stresses in the overlay are relieved due to creep coefficient  , effects on the overlay elastic modulus, its composite resultant effects show that the overlay becomes more and more compliant relative to the substrate material, which makes it somewhat less resistant to de-bonding failure. 
Conclusions
From the above analysis and discussions, it is clear that the use of numerical methods provides a quick, robust and economical way of modelling and testing cementitious composite materials and structural systems when properly calibrated with reliable experimental data. In the analysis, both statistical optimisation and finite element techniques were employed with the following findings: 1. The high cement content typically required for bridge and pavement overlay materials modified with SBR can safely be reduced with appropriate blend of pozzolanic material like high reactive Metakaolin without compromising strength and interfacial bonding. 2. The RC-SFR-PMC overlay material in the above investigations achieves its optimum plastic performance with about 30% cement replacement with Metakaolin. This is desirable, and in tandem with the global overall sustainability goal for the construction industry. 3. The optimum mixture achieves full consolidation at about 36sec. consistency with a corresponding AMD falling above 98% of the mix's TAFD. These values are well within the recommended limits in the codes of practice. 4. The interfacial bond and fracture properties show that the optimum mix exhibits excellent composite compatibility and stability with the OPCC substrate, with no noticeable de-bonding or excessive shrinkage observed. The mean bond strengths achieve 2.10 MPa and 2.50 MPa tensile and 3.31 MPa and 4.17 MPa shear at 3 and 28 days respectively. Similarly, interfacial fracture toughness yielded about 35N/m and 65N/m in mode I and 143 N/m and 271 N/m in mode II at 3 and 28 days respectively. 5. The applied curvature on the FEA model due to the measured shrinkage strain is inadequate to cause critical de-bonding. The maximum resulting interface energy release rate only attains about 18% of the effective interface fracture toughness. 6. For plane strain conditions, the rate of interface energy release varies as a function of the bimaterial relative stiffness and overlay structural scale. However, the two variables lose effects as the overlay structural scale approaches 0.50. The general indicative trend shows that the rate of energy release in compliant overlay when 0 is higher than when 0. Therefore, a more compliant overlay generally provides less relative constraint to bending induced debonding. 7. By doubling the applied curvature, critical de-bonding condition is reached for compliant overlay ( 0.06) when structural scale (ɳ 0.3). Thus, it is envisaged that overlay thickness in the proximity of 75mm and 100mm will be sufficient to resist critical de-bonding where possible excessive overlay shrinkage is predicted at the early age of casting/curing. 8. The observed numerical local phase angle around the oscillatory field at crack tip is primarily influenced by the structural scale (ɳ). The effects of the material relative stiffness ( ) is trivial in bending related de-bonding. 9. The restraint capacity of the interface increases with increased overlay elastic stiffness and thickness, while the accompany cohesive zone length decreases with increased overlay structural scale and elastic stiffness.
10. Stresses in the overlay are relieved due to creep coefficient  , effects, but its overall composite resultant effects show that the overlay becomes more and more compliant with less resistant to critical de-bonding.
